Movie: Ek Rishtaa  
Year: 2001  

"Mere dil hai, mere dil hai, mere dil hai to hai.
Mere dil hai, mere dil hai, mere dil hai to hai.

"Teri liye sabko men,
Aaj dilbar chodake aai,
Rasmo ke kasmro ke,
Sare bandhan tood ke aai.
Dekho men toh dekho,
Soumya ko jab,
Palke udhao,
Jindagi banake.
Mere jana hain men,
 Sao hone me basaao.

Tere itke men, huun hone wala,
Tusse har pal dhoonde wala.

"Tere pyar se dekhane wala,
Tusse apna samjhan wala,
Ek dil hai,
Ek dil hai,
Ek dil hai to hai.
Mere dil hai,
Mere dil hai,
Mere dil hai to hai.

"Tusse pyaar se dekhane wala,
Tusse apna samjhan wala,
Ek dil hai,
Ek dil hai,
Ek dil hai to hai.
Mere dil hai,
Mere dil hai,
Han dil hai to hai.
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